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Abstract
Fundamental variants of compactness are characterized in terms of concretely reflective conver-
gence subcategories: topologies, pretopologies, paratopologies, hypotopologies and pseudotopolo-
gies. Hyperquotient maps (perfect, quasi-perfect, adherent and closed) and quotient maps (quotient,
hereditarily quotient, countably biquotient, biquotient, and almost open) are characterized in terms
of various degrees of compactness of their fiber relations, and of sundry relaxations of inverse conti-
nuity.
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Introduction
The nature of compactness, one of the fundamental concepts in topology, is not
topological, but pseudotopological. Compactness and its variants are usually defined with
the aid of either covers or adherent filters, and the equivalence of the two definitions in
topological spaces is obvious. The two approaches are no longer equivalent for arbitrary
convergence spaces.
The class of pseudotopologies (introduced by Choquet in [3]) includes that of topologies,
and is closed for powers and extensions, the two properties that the class of topologies is
lacking. 1 As various important quests concerning topologies can be expressed in terms of
powers and extensions, pseudotopologies play (with respect to topologies) a role analogous
to that of complex numbers with regard to real numbers.
✩ This work was partly supported by Mathematical Institute, University of Oxford, UK. I am grateful to professor
Peter Collins for illuminating discussions.
E-mail address: dolecki@satie.u-bourgogne.fr (S. Dolecki).
1 In terms of the category theory, pseudotopologies are a Cartesian closed extensional concrete category.
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Recall that a filter is compactoid if every finer ultrafilter converges; hence the class
of compactoid filters includes those of convergent filters and of the principal filters of
relatively compact sets. It was proved in [8] that a filter is compactoid with respect to τ
if and only if it converges with respect to the pseudotopologization of the characteristic
convergence of τ .
The celebrated Tikhonov theorem is an immediate consequence of this fact and of the
commutativity of the pseudotopologizer with products [8]; actually the latter implies the
following extension of the Tikhonov theorem: a filter in a convergence product space
is compactoid if and only if its every projection is compactoid [8] (for topologies, an
equivalent fact was shown by Pettis in [21]).
This interdependence between compactness and pseudotopologicity extends to classes
of maps and of relations. For example, it is known that a map f is biquotient whenever
it is pseudotopologically quotient; on the other hand, I show that this is equivalent to
the infracompactoidness of f−, the inverse relation of f . Another instance is provided
by perfect maps. It is known that a (continuous) map is perfect if and only if its inverse
relation is compactoid; on the other hand, I show that a graph-closed map f from ξ to τ is
perfect if and only if the initial convergence f−τ is finer than the pseudotopologization of
the characteristic convergence of ξ .
In this paper I show that other fundamental types of compactness can be also char-
acterized with the aid of various subclasses of convergences: topologies, pretopologies,
paratopologies, hypotopologies and pseudotopologies. 2 No separation condition is in-
cluded in our definitions of compactness-like notions.
In 1969 Pettis introduced in [21] a notion of total net (essentially equivalent to that
of compactoid filter), and in 1970 Wilker that of compact filter (compactoid filter in the
present terminology) in terms of open covers [29], while Topsoe also in 1970 defined
in [25] compact net (that is, the total net of Pettis). 3 Still in 1970 Day and Kelly showed
in [4] that a family of open sets is an open set in the Scott topology if and only it is compact
(without giving this property any name). But already in 1926 Urysohn in [26] considered
sequences every subsequence of which admits a convergent subsequence; these sequences
prefigure compactoid filters. The notion of compactoid filter has been rediscovered several
times (e.g., in 1978 by Vaughan under the name of total filter [28], 4 in 1980 by Kac [14],
in 1981 by Lechicki and the present author [11], and by Penot [20]). In [9] Greco, Lechicki
and the present author considered a broader notion of filters that are compactoid (countably
compactoid) relatively to a given family of sets. In particular, a filter compactoid relatively
to itself is called compact. It turned out that in applications (theory of hyperspaces [10],
duality in convergence theory [12]) one needs a notion of compactness of families of sets,
not only of filters; in 1995 Uspenskij gave in [27] a characterization of triquotient maps in
2 Pretopologies were considered (under various names) by E. ˇCech, F. Hausdorff, W. Sierpin´ski, G. Choquet and
others, pseudotopologies were introduced by Choquet in [3], paratopologies by the present author in [6], and
hypotopologies in this paper.
3 I am thankful to professor Iwo Labuda (University of Mississippi) for bibliographical information.
4 I am grateful to professor Robert Lowen (University of Antwerp) for having drawn my attention (in April 1999)
to [21,28].
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terms of compact families of sets (called by him Q-systems). That characterization turned
out to be decisive in his proof of the productivity of triquotient maps, but also for the
preservation of consonance by triquotient maps and in their comparison to inductively
perfect maps done by Pillot in [22].
In his study of the productivity of variants of compactness, Vaughan [28] defined
J-compact topologies and totally J-compact topologies 5 for arbitrary classes J of filters.
In the present paper I investigate a more general notion of J-compactoid families. The
essential point is that every class J of filters defines a notion of compactness and, on the
other hand, determines a class of convergences (J-adherence generated).
Variants of cover-compactoidness for convergences are (generally strictly) narrower than
the corresponding variants of compactoidness. A diagonal condition, hence topologicity in
particular, implies their coincidence.
1. Description of contents
Although I use certain category concepts and terms, no prerequisites from the category
theory are needed in order to read this paper. Few facts necessary for the understanding
of this text are summed up below. They are restricted to the category of convergences
and its subcategories. A convergence ξ on X is an isotone relation x ∈ limξ F between
the filters F on X and the elements x of X; if moreover each principal ultrafilter
converges to its defining point, then a convergence is strict. A strict convergence is a
prototopology if
⋂
F∈F limF⊂ lim
∧
F∈FF for each finite collection F of filters. 6 In this
paper it is assumed that the considered convergences are strict, with the only exception of
characteristic convergences. If ξ is a convergence on a set X, then we call X the underlying
set of ξ and denote it by |ξ |. A mapping f from a convergence space to a convergence space
is continuous if f (limF )⊂ limf (F ) for every filter F . 7 The category of convergences
with the continuous maps as morphisms, is concrete (over the category of sets); this means
that there are no other morphisms than maps [1]. I use f : ξ → τ to denote a continuous
map and f : |ξ | → |τ | a (not necessarily continuous) map between the underlying sets of ξ
and τ . The definition of continuity implies that of order on the class of convergences, those
of final and initial convergences, hence those of product, sum, subconvergence, quotient
and so on. If f : |ξ | → |τ |, then f ξ denotes the final convergence, and f−τ the initial
convergence. Accordingly, a map f is continuous if and only if
f ξ  τ (equivalently, ξ  f−τ ). (1.1)
All the functors in the category of convergences considered in this paper are concrete
(that is, |J ξ | = |ξ |). Such a functor J is called a reflector (respectively coreflector) if it is
isotone, contractive (respectively expansive), idempotent and such that
J (f−τ ) f−(J τ) (equivalently, f (J ξ) J (f ξ)) (1.2)
5 A filter is totally J-compact if for every filter from J, there exists a finer J-filter with non-empty adherence.
6 Some authors use the term convergence in the sense of prototopology.
7 Sure enough, f (F ) denotes the filter generated by {f (F): F ∈F}.
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for every map f : |ξ | → |τ |. For concrete functors in the category of convergences, these
definitions coincide with the usual abstract definitions of category theory. The class of
fixed points of a concrete functor is a concrete subcategory (of convergences); it is
reflective (respectively coreflective) if and only if the corresponding functor is a reflector
(respectively coreflector). A convergence τ is said to be a J -convergence if J τ = τ .
The theory of J-compactoid filters have important consequences for the study of classes
of maps. In fact, it was shown in [6] that several fundamental reflectors J in the category of
convergences can be determined by adherences of filters from appropriate classes J (2.4).
On the other hand, a continuous map f : ξ → τ (where ξ, τ are convergences) is quotient,
hereditarily quotient, countably biquotient, biquotient, and almost open, if and only if
τ  J (f ξ) (1.3)
with J being respectively the topologizer T , the pretopologizerP , the paratopologizer Pω ,
the pseudotopologizer S and the identity I [6], where f ξ denotes the final convergence
(with respect to f and ξ ). Since a map is continuous if and only if f ξ  τ (equivalently,
ξ  f−τ ), (1.3) represents a sort of relaxed inverse continuity. As compactoidness
generalizes convergence, it is not surprising that the compactoidness of the inverse relations
of maps generalizes continuity. It turns out that (1.3) holds if and only if the f− (the inverse
relation of f ) is J-infracompactoid 8 for the class J of filters the adherences of which
determine the reflector J .
On the other hand, closed, countably perfect 9 and perfect maps can be characterized in
terms of the J-compactoidness of their fiber relations, with J being the class, respectively,
of principal filters, of countably based filters, and of all filters. I call such maps J-perfect;
it should be remembered that the classical definition of perfect and quasi-perfect maps
includes continuity, contrary to our use.
The discussed relationships are summarized in Table 1.
Table 1
Relations between reflectors, compactoidness types, quotient types and perfect types. The symbol
∼ stands for compactoid in the fourth column, for perfect in the fifth and for quotient in the last.
# holds for surjective maps
Convergence class J Class J of filters J -compactoid J -perfect J -quotient
all I convergent almost open # almost open
pseudotopologies S all ∼ ∼ bi-∼
paratopologies Pω countably based countably ∼ countably ∼ countably bi-∼
hypotopologies L countably deep lindelöfoid inversely lindelöf weakly bi-∼
pretopologies P principal finitely ∼ adherent hereditarily ∼
topologies T closed principal closed-finitely ∼ closed ∼
8 The notion of infracompactoid relation was introduced in [5].
9 Countably perfect maps have been called quasi-perfect; however from the point of view of the unifying theory,
the present name seems to be preferable.
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2. Adherences and inherences
Recall that families F , H of subsets of X mesh (in symbols, F #H) if F ∩H = ∅ for
every F ∈F and every H ∈H. The grill F# of F is the family of all the subsets H of X
that intersects every element of F [3]; therefore
F #H ⇐⇒ F ⊂ H# ⇐⇒ H ⊂ F#.
A family F of sets is isotone (respectively antitone) if A⊃ F ∈ F (respectively A⊂ F ∈
F ) implies that A ∈F . A family B is finer than a family A (in symbols, B A) whenever
each element of A includes an element of B. A family R (of subsets of X) is a refinement
of a family P
P R
if for every R ∈ R, there exists P ∈ P such that R ⊂ P . Each subfamily of P is a
refinement of P . Notice that R  P if and only if Rc  Pc. A subfamily B is a base
(respectively cobase) of a family of sets A if for every A ∈ A there exists B ∈ B such
that B ⊂ A (respectively A ⊂ B). In other words, B⊂A is a base of A whenever
B  A; B⊂A is an cobase of A whenever B  A. For a given family A of of subsets,
A↑,A↓,A∧,A∨ denote the least family includingA that is, respectively, isotone, antitone,
stable for finite intersections, and stable for finite unions. Therefore A↑∧ is the least
(possibly degenerate) filter that includes A, and A↓∨ is the least ideal that includes A.
If ξ is a convergence, then the adherence adhξ is defined by
adhξ F =
⋃
H#F
limξ H. (2.1)
Here H ranges over the filters on X, because limits are defined only for filters, but we
adopt a convention that limB = limH whenever B is a filter base of H. In contrast, (2.1)
is meaningful for every family F of subsets of X. The finer is the family, the smaller is the
adherence. Notice that adhξ A = adhξ A↑ for each family A, because H#A↑ amounts to
H#A for every filter H.
Of course,
adhξ F ⊂
⋂
F∈F
adhξ F, (2.2)
where adhξ F is a shorthand for adhξ {F } (and for adhξ {F }↑). The converse inclusion for
every filter F is a characteristic property of pretopologies ξ among pseudotopologies. An
explicit formula for the adherence with respect to final convergences will be needed in the
sequel.
Lemma 2.1.
adhf ξ H= f
(
adhξ f−(H)
)
.
Proof. By definition, y ∈ adhf ξ H if and only if there exists a filter F such that f−(y) ∩
limξ F = ∅ and f (F )#H. The latter amounts to F #f−(H), hence y ∈ adhf ξ H if and
only if f−(y)∩ adhξ f−(H) = ∅, what completes the proof. ✷
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For a given family P , let Pc = {Pc: P ∈ P}. The inherence of P is defined by
inhξ P = (adhξ Pc)c. (2.3)
Of course, inhξ P = inhξ P↓. Because of (2.2), if ξ is a pseudotopology, then inhξ P =⋃
P∈P inhξ P holds for every P if and only if ξ is a pretopology. A set O is open for a
convergence ξ if limξ F ∩O = ∅ implies that O ∈F for every filter F ; a set is closed if it
is the complement of an open set; the closure clξ A is the least closed set that includes A,
and intξ B = (clξ Bc)c. The topology that corresponds to ξ -closed sets, is denoted by T ξ
and called the topologization of ξ .
Recall [6] that pseudotopologies, paratopologies, pretopologies and topologies, are
J -convergences for which J can be characterized with the aid of adherences of certain
classes of filters. Let J(ξ) denote a collection of filters on the underlying set of a
convergence ξ . If J(ξ) is the same for all the convergences on the same set, then we say that
J is a class independent of convergence. A functor J is said to be adherence-determined
by J if J =AdhJ where
limAdhJ ξ F =
⋂
F#H∈J(ξ)
adhξ H. (2.4)
Formula (2.4) is meaningful not only for filters but for arbitrary families F . In other
words, it extends the notion of limit to families of sets. If ξ  θ implies J(ξ) ⊂ J(θ)
and J(AdhJ ξ)= J(ξ), then J = AdhJ is a reflector. In particular, the pseudotopologizer
S, paratopologizer Pω , pretopologizer P , and topologizer T are adherence-determined
by the class of, respectively, all filters, countably based filters, principal filters, and
principal filters of closed sets. The fixed points of these reflectors are called, respectively,
pseudotopologies, paratopologies, pretopologies and topologies. The topologizer admits
also the following representation:
limT ξ F =
⋂
H∈F#
clξ H. (2.5)
3. Covers
A family P of subsets of X is a cover of a convergence ξ (in symbols, P ≺ ξ ) if
limξ F = ∅ implies F ∩ P = ∅. 10 If P  R, R ≺ ξ and ξ  ζ , then P ≺ ζ . Because
every (strict) convergence ξ is coarser than the discrete topology ι, if P ≺ ξ on X, then P
is also a set-theoretic cover of X:⋃
P ⊃X.
10 Let F, G be collections of isotone families of sets on X. Then G is a cover of F if for every F ∈ F, there
exists G ∈ G, such that G  F . This general scheme has been used in [6] to define foundations and bases of
convergences. If G is a collection of principal filters, then the notion specializes as follows. A family P of
subsets of X is a cover of a collection F of isotone families on X (in symbols, P ≺ F) if every F ∈ F contains an
element of P [8]. If P R and R≺ F, then P ≺ F. In particular, P of subsets of X is a cover of a convergence
ξ if it is a cover of the collection of ξ -convergent filters.
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A cover is additive if it is stable for finite unions; a cover is ideal if, besides, it is stable for
subsets.
If ξ is a topology on a set X, and if P is a ξ -cover of A, then there is a refinement of
P , consisting of open sets, that is a ξ -cover of A. In fact, P is a ξ -cover of A if and only
if
⋃
P∈P intξ P ⊃X, because ξ is a topology; the family intξ P = {intξ P : P ∈ P} is the
said refinement, because
⋃
P∈P intξ (intξ P )=
⋃
P∈P intξ P ⊃X.
If ξ is now an arbitrary convergence, then the fact that P is a ξ -cover of A implies that⋃P is ξ -cover of A, because each filter F with F ∩P , ∅ fulfills⋃P ∈F . The converse
is of course not true.
On generalizing the preceding definition, we say thatP is a cover ofA ⊂ X with respect
to ξ (in symbols, P ≺ξ A) if P ∩F = ∅ for every filter F that ξ -converges to an element
of A. 11 More generally, a family P is a ξ -cover of a family A (of subsets ofX)
P ≺ξ A
if P ≺ξ A for some A ∈A. As we shall see, the above can be reformulated in terms of the
adherence of the family of complements of the elements of P , as well as in terms of the
inherence of P .
Theorem 3.1.
Let A be an isotone family. Then the following statements are equivalent:
P ≺ξ A, (3.1)
inhξ P ∈A, (3.2)
adhξ Pc /∈A#. (3.3)
Proof. A family P is a ξ -cover of A (P ≺ξ A) if and only if there exists A ∈A such that
for every filter F that ξ -converges to an element of A, there exists P ∈ P for which P ∈F .
Equivalently,Pc ∈F# for everyP ∈ P , implies that limξ F∩A= ∅, that is,F #Pc implies
that limξ F ∩A= ∅, equivalently adhξ Pc ∩A= ∅, what amounts to (3.3). Formula (3.2)
follows from (3.3) and (2.3). ✷
In particular, if ξ is a pretopology on X, then P is a cover of ξ if and only if
X ⊂ ⋃P∈P inhξ P (that isP is an ξ -overcover ofX [9]). The equivalences of Theorem 3.1
and their consequences for compactoidness have been observed in [9, Lemmata 3.5, 3.6]
in the case of pretopologies.
If f : ξ → τ is a continuous map, and if S is a cover of τ, then f−(S) is a cover of ξ .
Moreover,
f−(S)≺ξ f−(A) ⇐⇒ S ≺f ξ A. (3.4)
Indeed, S ≺f ξ A amounts to adhf ξ Sc /∈ A#, and adhf ξ Sc = f (adhξ f−(Sc)), so that
S ≺f ξ A is equivalent to adhξ f−(Sc) /∈ f−(A)# hence to f−(S) = (f−(Sc))c ≺ξ
f−(A).
11 This notion can be reduced to the preceding one in terms of a (generally nonstrict) convergence, ξ ∨A defined
by limξ∨AF =A∩ limξ F .
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The collection Vξ (x) of ξ -covers of a given point x (called sometimes local covering
system of x for ξ ) determines the pseudotopologization of ξ at x . A convergence ξ is called
solid [23] whenever x ∈ limξ F provided that P∨ ∩F = ∅ for every ξ -cover P of x . Wyler
proved in [30] that
x ∈ limSξ F
if and only if P∨ ∩F = ∅ for every ξ -cover P of x (the pseudotopologizer coincides with
the solidifier). 12 An equivalent fact was shown in terms of ultracovers of pseudotopological
collections of filters in [8, Théorème 1.1]. Actually, we can extend the result above to other
reflectors. If P is a collection of families of sets, then the class P∗ consists of all those
families Pc for which P ∈P.
Theorem 3.2. Let J be adherence-determined by J. Then x ∈ limJ ξ F if and only if
P ∩F = ∅ for every ξ -cover P ∈ J∗ of x.
Proof. By virtue of (2.4), if x /∈ limJ ξ F then there exists J ∈ J such that x /∈ adhξ J and
J #F ; hence by (3.1) Jc is a ξ -cover of x such that Jc ∈ J∗ and Jc ∩F = ∅.
On the other hand, adhJ ξ H= adhξ H for every H ∈ J. Therefore each ξ -cover P ∈ J∗
of x is also a J ξ -cover of x , hence if x ∈ limJ ξ F , then P ∩F = ∅. ✷
Let D⊂ J be classes of filters, and D and J the reflectors adherence-determined by D
and J, respectively.
Corollary 3.3. If for every ξ -cover P ∈ J∗ of x, there is a refinement R ∈ D∗ that is a
ξ -cover of x , then x ∈ limDξ F implies that x ∈ limJ ξ F .
Proof. Let x ∈ limDξ F and let P ∈ J∗ be a ξ -cover of x. By assumption, there is
a refinement R ∈ D∗ which is also a ξ -cover of x. Therefore R ∩ F = ∅ and thus
x ∈ limJ ξ F by Theorem 3.2. ✷
4. Compactoidness with respect to classes of filters
Let J be a class of filters, possibly depending on a convergence. Consider a convergence
ξ on X, and two families F and A of subsets of X. I say that F is ξ -J-compactoid in A
(simply, J-compactoid in A if a convergence is a matter of fact) 13 if
∀G ∈ J(ξ): G #F ⇒ adhξ G ∈A#. (4.1)
A family F is J-compact if it is J-compactoid in itself (i.e., in F ).
12 I am grateful to professor Ronald Beattie (Mount Alison) for the bibliographical information.
13 The following abbreviations are adopted: if A = {A} or A = {A}↑, then F is J-compactoid in A, and if
moreover A is the whole underlying set, then we drop the mention “in A”. If J is the class of all filters, then we
say compactoid instead of J-compactoid.
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A family is J-compactoid with respect to the class J of, respectively, all filters,
countably based filters, countably deep filters, 14 principal filters, principal filters of closed
sets, whenever it is respectively, compactoid, countably compactoid, lindelöfoid, finitely
compactoid, and closed-finitely compactoid.
In particular, if F is the principal filter of a set F , then F is J-compactoid (respectively
J-compact) if and only if F is relatively J-compact (respectively J-compact) in the usual
terminology (but without separation axioms).
In virtue of Theorem 3.1:
Theorem 4.1. Let A,F be isotone families. The following statements are equivalent:
F is ξ -J-compactoid in A; (4.2)
∀P ∈ J∗(ξ): P ≺ξ A ⇒ P ∩F = ∅; (4.3)
∀P ∈ J∗(ξ): inhξ P ∈A ⇒ P ∩F = ∅. (4.4)
Let me remark that the elements of J∗(ξ) are ideal covers.
Up to my knowledge, finite and closed-finite compactness are new concepts. They may
seem trivial at a first glance (every filter on a convergence space X is finitely compactoid in
X), but their interest appears in characterizations of adherent, closed, hereditarily quotient
and quotient maps. Finite compactoidness plays an illuminating role in a study of upper
semicontinuous relations [7].
Implications between various types of compactoidness are obvious: the larger the class
J, the narrower the class of J-compactoid families. It is a simple classical observation
that a countably compact, Lindelöf topology is compact. 15 In our setting the fact above
might extend to: a countably compactoid family with respect to a Lindelöf convergence is
compactoid. This however is not true for arbitrary convergences. Nevertheless a slightly
stronger property of convergence would do: a countably compactoid family with respect
to a cover-Lindelöf convergence is compactoid. I shall investigate similar questions in the
section on cover-compactoidness. Let me anticipate that in the special case of topologies,
being cover-Lindelöf or Lindelöf is tantamount.
A class J of filters is inversely transferable if f−(F ) ∈ J(ξ) for every f , and for every
F ∈ J(f ξ). 16 The classes of all, countably based, countably deep, and principal filters
are inversely transferable; the class of closed principal filters is inversely transferable with
respect to continuous maps.
Proposition 4.2. The image of a J-compactoid family by a continuous map is J-compac-
toid provided that J is inversely transferable.
14 A family F is countably deep (called also countably complete) if ⋂E ∈ F for every countable subfamily E ,
that is, if it is an ω-filters in the sense of [2].
15 A slightly less obvious fact is that a countably compact, paracompact topology is compact.
16 Equivalently, if P ∈ J∗(f ξ) implies that f−(P) ∈ J∗(ξ).
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Proof. Let F be J-compactoid in B with respect to ξ, and let f : ξ → τ be continuous.
If a filter H ∈ J meshes f (F ), then f−(H) meshes F . Since J is inversely transferable,
f−(H) ∈ J and thus adhξ f−(H) ∩ B = ∅, because F is J-compactoid in B. It follows
that f (adhξ f−(H)) ∩ f (B) = ∅. But f (adhξ f−(H)) = adhf ξ H ⊂ adhτ H because of
the continuity of f. As a result, adhτ H ∩ f (B) = ∅. ✷
The class of maps that preserve compactoidness is strictly larger than that of
continuous maps [24]. The question of the compactoidness of the preimages of compactoid
families will be discussed in the section on perfect maps. It can be easily proved
that a filter F in a product of convergences is compactoid if and only if πi(F ) is
compactoid for every projection πi (the Tikhonov theorem is a special case). It is
important that this fact can be seen as a consequence of the commutativity of the
pseudotopologizer with arbitrary products and of Theorem 4.3 below in the case when J is
the pseudotopologizer [8, Théorème 3.1]. Analogous statements for countably compactoid
or lindelöfoid filters are, of course, not true even for the products of two topologies.
This implies that the paratopologizer and the hypotopologizer do not commute with finite
products.
If ξ is a convergence and A ⊂ |ξ |, then the A-characteristic convergence χAξ of ξ is
defined by
limχAξ F =
{
A, if limξ F ∩A = ∅,
∅, otherwise. (4.5)
If A is not the whole space, then χAξ is not a strict convergence. If A= |ξ |, then we abridge
χ
|ξ |
ξ = χξ . In [8] Greco and the present author proved that a filter F is ξ -compactoid if and
only if limS(χξ )F = ∅. Here I generalize this fact to other compactness types and other
convergence classes.
Theorem 4.3. Let J be J-adherence-determined independent of convergence. A filter F is
ξ -J-compactoid in A if and only if for every A ∈A,
limJ (χAξ )F = ∅. (4.6)
Proof. Indeed limJ (χAξ )F = ∅ holds if and only if adhξ H ∩A = ∅ for every filter H ∈ J
such that H#F . ✷
5. Examples of applications
5.1. Measure of noncompactness
Let (X,d) be a metric space. The measure of noncompactness m(A) of a subset A of
X is the infimum of all those r > 0 for which there exists a finite subset L of X such that
A ⊂ B(L, r) = {x: supl∈L d(x, l) < r} [16]. We say that a family A is totally bounded
if infA∈Am(A)= 0. Observe that each compactoid family is totally bounded. In fact, let
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r > 0 and consider the following cover {B(x, r): x ∈X} of X. As A is compactoid, there
is A ∈A and a finite subset L of X such that
A⊂
⋃
x∈L
B(x, r),
hence m(A)< r . On the other hand:
Proposition 5.1. Each totally bounded filter in a complete metric space is compactoid.
Proof. In fact, let F be a totally bounded filter, and let U be an ultrafilter finer than F .
Therefore U is totally bounded, and thus for every m< ω there exist a finite set Lm ⊂ X
and Um ∈ U such that Um ⊂ B(Lm, 1m). By induction, for each m there exist pm ∈ Lm
and Wm ∈ U such that Wm+1 ⊂ Um ∩Wm and Wm ⊂ B(pm, 1m). It follows that the filter
(generated by) (Wm) is Cauchy, hence convergent; consequently U is convergent as a filter
finer than (Wm). ✷
5.2. Upper semicontinuity
Let X and Y be topological spaces. A relation Ω ⊂X× Y is upper semicontinuous at x
if for every open set O ⊃Ωx there is a neighborhoodW of x such that ΩW ⊂O. Denote
by N (x) the filter of neighborhoods of x , and by ΩN (x) the (possibly degenerate) filter
generated by {ΩW : W ∈N (x)}. Choquet observed in [3] that if a relation Ω in metrizable
spaces is upper semicontinuous at x0, then there exists a compact subset K of Ωx0 such
that the relation Ω̂x =Ωx \Ωx0 if x = x0 and Ω̂x0 =K is upper semicontinuous at x0.
It was shown in [7] that a relation Ω is upper semicontinuous at x0 in topological spaces
if and only if ΩN (x0) is finitely compactoid in Ωx0, hence the theorem of Choquet can
be rephrased as follows: if a countably based filter F in a metrizable space, is finitely
compactoid in a set A and Ac ∈ F , then F is finitely compactoid in a compact subset of
A. On the other hand, if a filter in a topological space is finitely compactoid in a compact
set, then it is compactoid in that set.
In [7] some improvements of the Choquet theorem have been presented. A filter F is
called strongly Fréchet if for every countably based filter H such that H#F there is a
countably based filter G  F ∨H. A filter F is called disjoint from a set A whenever
Ac ∈ F . A strongly Fréchet filter, finitely compactoid in A in a T1 topological space, and
disjoint from A, is countably compactoid in A [7, Corollary 3.5]; a strongly Fréchet filter,
countably compactoid in a Dieudonné complete space is compactoid [7, Proposition 3.7].
5.3. Upper Kuratowski topology
One of the first applications of compact families was to the description of open sets of
the upper Kuratowski topology.
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Recall that the upper Kuratowski convergence [ξ,$] with respect to a convergence ξ
is the coarsest convergence on the set C(ξ,$) of ξ -closed sets, for which the canonical
evaluation map e : |ξ | ×C(ξ,$)→{0,1}
e(x,A)=
{
0, if x ∈A,
1, if x /∈A
is continuous (where the range is endowed with the Sierpin´ski topology $= {∅, {1}, {0,1}}).
If ξ is a topology, then A0 ∈ lim[ξ,$]F if and only if⋂
F∈F
clξ
(⋃
A∈F
A
)
⊂A0.
If ξ is a topology, then A is [ξ,$]-open if and only if Ac = {Ac: A ∈A} is a ξ -compact
family of ξ -open sets stable for ξ -open supersets [10, Theorem 3.1].
In order to present a more general result, recall that a convergence τ is J-based if
y ∈ limτ G implies the existence of H ∈ J such that H G and y ∈ limτ H, where J may
depend on convergence. If E ∈ J(ξ) implies that f (E) ∈ J(f ξ) for every f and ξ , and if
J(ξ) ⊂ J(θ) provided that ξ  θ , then the class of J-based convergences is coreflective
and the corresponding coreflector is denoted by BJ.
By [12, Corollary 5.3], if ξ is a topology, then A is BJ[ξ,$]-open if and only if Ac is a
ξ -J-compact family of ξ -open sets stable for ξ -open supersets. In particular, if J is the class
of countably based filters, then a convergence is J-based if and only if it is of countable
character. 17 It is easy to see that in this case BJτ -open sets are precisely sequentially
τ -open. Therefore, A is sequentially open for the upper Kuratowski convergence if and
only ifAc is a countably compact (with respect to the underlying topology) family of open
sets stable for open supersets.
A topology ξ is consonant [10] if for every isotone compact familyA of open sets, there
exists a family K of compact sets such that A=Oξ (K) =⋃K∈KOξ (K). Recall that Oξ
stands for the collection of ξ -open sets, andOξ (K) for the collection of ξ -open sets which
include K . Regular ˇCech complete topologies are consonant.
5.4. Triquotient maps
E. Michael defined and studied triquotient maps and in particular their relationship to
inductively perfect maps (for example, [17,18]). This section is just an illustration of the
role of compact families. This is why I assume that the considered spaces are topological.
A map f : ξ → τ is triquotient if and only there exists a map t :Oξ →Oτ such that for
each O,O0,O1 ∈Oξ and P ⊂Oξ ,
t (O)⊂ f (O); (5.1)
O0 ⊂O1 ⇒ t (O0)⊂ t (O1); (5.2)
y ∈ t
(⋃
P
)
⇒ ∃P0 ⊂ P : |P0|<∞, y ∈ t
(⋃
P0
)
. (5.3)
17 Also called first-countable.
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The definition above is equivalent to, but slightly different from the original one,
namely (5.3) replaces the original covering condition: if y ∈ t (O) and P is a cover of
f−(y) ∩O , then there is a finite subfamily P0 of P such that y ∈ t (⋃P0). Ostrovsky [19]
and Uspenskij [27] gave an alternative equivalent definition in which they used compact
families without giving them a name. In our terms, they showed that:
Proposition 5.2. A surjective map f : ξ → τ is triquotient if and only if for every y ∈ |τ |,
there exists a nondegenerate isotone compact familyA(y) of ξ -open sets carried by f−(y)
such that the map A(·) is continuous from τ to the Stone topology. 18
This characterization allowed to prove that every product of triquotient maps is
triquotient [27]. On the other hand, M. Pillot used this characterization in [22] in relating
triquotient maps to consonant spaces. He proved that if H is a τ -compact family of open
sets and A(·) is continuous from τ to the Stone topology, then the family
A(H)=
⋃
H∈H
⋂
y∈H
A(y)
is compact, and inferred that:
Theorem 5.3. The image of a consonant topology by a triquotient map is consonant.
In [19] Ostrovsky called a map f : ξ → τ harmonious if for every y ∈ |τ | there exists a
family K(y) of ξ -compact subsets of f−(y) such that K(·) is lower semicontinuous from
τ to the upper Vietoris topology with respect to ξ. It is now straightforward that:
Proposition 5.4 [22]. A triquotient map with consonant fibers is harmonious.
6. Compactoidness with respect to concrete reflectors
Theorem 4.3 enables one to extend the notion of J-compactoidness for filters, to
arbitrary (concrete) reflectors, not necessarily J-adherence-determined: if J is a reflector,
then a filter F is ξ -J -compactoid in A if and only if (4.6) holds for every A ∈
A. Of course, if J is J-adherence-determined independent of convergence, then J -
compactoidness coincides with J-compactoidness. Therefore if J stands, respectively, for
the pseudotopologizer S, paratopologizer Pω , pretopologizer P , and topologizer T , then
J -compactoidness amounts to, respectively, compactoidness, countable compactoidness,
finite compactoidness, and closed-finite compactoidness. An example of a reflector which
is not adherence-determined, is the identity functor I . 19 It follows from the definition
18 A family A of open subsets of X is carried by a subset E of X whenever B ∈ A provided that B ∩ E ∈
A∨E = {A∩E: A ∈A}; in other words, if A ∈A and B is an open set such that B ∩E =A∩E, then B ∈A.
More generally, A is carried by a family E (of subsets of X) if B ∈A provided that there is E ∈ E such that
B ∩E ∈A∨E.
19 Indeed, the pseudotopologizer is the greatest convergence reflector that is adherence-determined (with respect
to the class of all the filters).
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that a filter F is ξ -I -compactoid in A if and only if limχAξ F = ∅, that is, if and only if
limξ F ∩A = ∅ for every A ∈A. Therefore I -compactoid filters coincide with convergent
filters.
So far I have shown that convergence reflective categories characterize some classical
variants of compactness and lead to some new notions, like finite compactoidness. Con-
versely, lindelöfoidness suggests a definition of a new reflective category of convergences.
I call the hypotopologizer the reflector adherence-determined by the class of countably
deep filters. A convergence is a hypotopology if it is a fixed point of the hypotopologizer.
Because of the alternative representation (2.5) for the topologizer, we can formulate
another (equivalent) definition of closed-finite compactoidness: a family F is ξ -finitely
compactoid in A if
∀H ∈F#: clξ H ∈A#. (6.1)
Of course, (4.1) holds for the class J of principal filters of closed sets, if and only
if (6.1) holds. We can conclude that for topologies, finite compactoidness and closed-finite
compactoidness coincide.
Theorem 4.3 is not applicable for the class T of principal filters of closed sets, because
T depends on convergence; it turns out that the two notions are different.
Example 6.1 (T -compactoid non-T-compactoid filter). Let ξ be a convergence on X.
Then for H,A ⊂ X,
adhχAξ H =
{
A, if adhξ H ∩A = ∅,
∅, otherwise.
Consequently a set H is χAξ -closed whenever adhξ H ∩A = ∅, then A ⊂ H .
Therefore limT (χAξ )F = ∅ if and only if for every H ∈ F
# if either adhξ H ∩A= ∅ or
A⊂H , then adhξ H ∩A = ∅, that is, A ⊂ H implies adhξ H ∩A = ∅. The latter holds for
every convergence ξ and each nonempty set A; thus each filter in a convergence space is
T -compactoid in every nonempty set.
On the other hand, F is closed-finitely compactoid in A if and only if for every
H ∩A = ∅ for every ξ -closed set H ∈F#, in other words, whenever F Nξ (A).
7. Cover-compactoid families
Let P and R be classes of families of sets, and let ξ and τ be convergences (on a set
X). A family A is PR ( ξτ )-cover-compactoid in B if for every P ∈P that is a ξ -cover of B,
there is a refinement R ∈R that is a τ -cover of A; 20 A is PR ( ξτ )-cover-compact if A is
P
R (
ξ
τ
)-cover-compactoid in A.
Classical definitions of compactness and its variants (formulated in terms of covers)
correspond to the situation where τ = ξ .
20 A collection F (of filters) is PR -cover-compactoid in a collection G (of filters) if every P-cover of G has an
R-refinement that is a cover of F.
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By virtue of Theorem 3.1, A is PR ( ξτ )-cover-compactoid in B if an only if
∀P ∈P: (inhξ P ∈ B ⇒ ∃P ✁R ∈R: inhτ R ∈A). (7.1)
If ξ is a topology, then every ξ -cover has a refinement, consisting of open sets, that is
still a ξ -cover. Therefore if ξ is a topology, then PR (
ξ
ξ
)-cover-compactoidness and PR (
ξ
ι
)-
cover-compactoidness coincide. If τ is a topology and R contains all finite families of
sets, then PR (
ξ
τ
)-cover-compactoidness amounts to P∨R (
ξ
τ
)-cover-compactoidness, where
P∨ consists of the additive hulls of the families ofP.
It follows from the definitions that:
Proposition 7.1. If F is RS ( τϑ )-cover-compactoid inA, andA is PR ( ξτ )-cover-compactoid
in B, then F is PS ( ξϑ )-cover-compactoid in B.
If all the considered convergences are equal, then it follows from Proposition 7.1 that:
Corollary 7.2. If F is countably cover-compactoid in A and A is cover-lindelöfoid in B,
then F is cover-compactoid in B.
On the other hand:
Proposition 7.3. If the considered convergences are topologies, then if F is RS -cover-
compactoid in A, andA is finitely cover-compactoid in B, then F is RS -cover-compactoid
in B.
Proof. Let R ≺ B, that is inhR ∈ B. As for pretopologies, inhR =⋃R∈R inhR, and
for topologies inhR is open (for every R), ⋃R∈R inhR ≺ B, hence by finite cover-
compactoidness, inhR = ⋃R∈R inhR ∈ A, and since F is RS -cover-compactoid in A,
there exists S ∈S such that S R and S ≺F . ✷
Remark 7.4. 21 Consider a convergence ξ for which every point is PR (
ξ
ξ
)-cover-compact.
If P and R contain with each family, the ideal it generates, then by Corollary 3.3
AdhP∗ ξ AdhR∗ ξ . Consequently,
(1) a pseudotopology, all the singletons of which are cover-Lindelöf, is a paratopology;
(2) a pseudotopology, all the singletons of which are cover-compact, is a pretopology;
(3) a paratopology, all the singletons of which are countably cover-compact, is a
pretopology.
Since all the points of a T1 convergence 22 are compact, the above remark provides
examples of compact noncover-compact sets. For instance, finite sets of every non-pre-
topological T1 pseudotopology are compact, but are not cover-compact.
21 I am thankful to Dr Frédéric Mynard (Dijon) for this remark.
22 A convergence is T1 if all the points are closed.
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8. Cover-compactoid families compared with compactoid families
It follows from Theorem 3.1 that A is PR ( ξτ )-cover-compactoid in B if an only if
∀G ∈P∗
(∀G H ∈R∗: adhτ H ∈A# ⇒ adhξ G ∈ B#). (8.1)
P
R (
ξ
ι
)-cover-compactoidness is tantamount to
∀G ∈P∗
(
∀G H ∈R∗:
⋂
H ∈A# ⇒ adh ξG ∈ B#
)
. (8.2)
If for example,R∗ is the class of finite families of sets, then (8.2) becomes
∀G ∈P∗
(G #A ⇒ adh ξG ∈ B#), (8.3)
what amounts to the fact that A is ξ -P∗-compactoid in B. In this example, the class R
has become implicit. More generally, it is sometimes possible to express sundry variants
of cover-compactoidness with the aid of a single class of covers. If R is a class of families
of sets and P is a family of sets, then
PR =
{⋃
R∈R
R: P ✁R ∈R
}
, (8.4)
and PR is the class of the families of the type (8.4) with P ∈ P. Let us consider most
important special cases of PR:
(1) ifP is the class of all families andR the class of finitely cobased families, thenPR
is the class of all ideals;
(2) if P is the class of all families and R the class of countably cobased families, then
PR is the class of countably complete ideals;
(3) if P is the class of countably cobased families and R the class of finitely cobased
families, then PR is the class of countably cobased ideals.
A subclass R of a class P is basic if PR ⊂P and ⋃T ∈T RT ∈R if RT ∈R for each
T ∈ T and if T ∈R. All the examples above are those of basic subclasses.
Proposition 8.1. IfR is a basic subclass ofP, then PR ( ξι )-cover-compactoidness amounts
to ξ -(PR)∗-compactoidness.
Proof. Indeed, suppose that latter and let P ∈ P and inhξ P ∈ B. Because P is a
refinement of PR, inhξ PR ∈ B and since PR ∈PR there is S ∈ PR, that is S =⋃R∈RR
for some P✁R such that⋃R∈RR ∈A. Conversely if S ∈PR and inhξ S ∈ B, then there
exists S ✁ T ∈R such that such that ⋃T ∈T T ∈A. But S = {⋃R∈RR: P ✁R ∈R} for
some P ∈ P, hence for every T ∈ T there is RT ∈ R such that T ⊂⋃R∈RT R so that⋃
T ∈T
⋃
R∈RT R =
⋃
R∈⋃T∈T RT R ∈A. ✷
We can seek to reformulate also more general variants of cover compactoidness in terms
of a single class of families, namely PτR that consists of the families of the type
PτR = {inhτ R: P R ∈R} (8.5)
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with P ∈P. The following condition
inhξ P ⊂ inhξ PτR (8.6)
for every P ∈P, is a generalization of diagonality.
If ξ is a pretopology, then
inhξ P =
⋃
P✄R∈R
inhξ R and inhξ PτR =
⋃
P✄R∈R
inhξ inhτ R,
so that (8.6) holds provided that
inhξ R⊂ inhξ inhτ R
for each R ∈R. The condition above holds for example if ξ = τ is diagonal, in particular
if it is a topology.
I shall provide a condition for the coincidence of PR (
ξ
ι
)- and of PR (
ξ
τ
)-cover-com-
pactoidness. If ∼ is an operation on subsets of a given set, then let ∼P = {∼P : P ∈P}.
Theorem 8.2. If for every family P ∈P
inhξ P ⊂ inhξ inhτ P, (8.7)
then PR (
ξ
ι
)-cover-compactoidness implies PR (
ξ
τ
)-cover-compactoidness.
Proof. Assume that F is PR ( ξι )-cover-compactoid in A. Let P ∈ P be a ξ -cover of A.
Then by (8.7) inhτ P is a ξ -cover of A, thus by (8.7), there exists R #R  P such that⋃
R∈R inhτ R ∈F . As inhτ R⊃
⋃
R∈R inhτ R, the family R is a τ -cover of F . ✷
A set V is a ξ -vicinity of a point x whenever x ∈ inhξ V . The set of all the ξ -vicinities
of x is denoted by Vξ (x). A convergence ξ is a pretopology if and only if x ∈ limξ Vξ (x)
for every x. It is known that a pretopology π is a topology if and only if for each filter F
limπ Vπ (F ) ⊂ limπ F , (8.8)
where
Vπ(F )=
⋃
F∈F
⋂
x∈F
Vπ(x).
Proposition 8.3. Let ξ be adherence-determined byP∗. (8.7) holds if and only if for every
filter F ,
limξ F ⊂ limξ Vτ (F ). (8.9)
Proof. Notice that (8.7) holds if and only if for every family H ∈P∗,
adhξ adhτ H ⊂ adhξ H. (8.10)
Let x ∈ adhξ adhτ H: there exists a filter F # adhτ H (equivalently, Vτ (F )#H) such that
x ∈ limξ F . By (8.9) x ∈ limξ Vτ (F ) so that x ∈ adhξ H. If x /∈ limξ Vτ (F ), then there
is H ∈ P∗ such that H#Vτ (F ) and x /∈ adhξ H; because F # adhτ H, and by (8.10),
x /∈ adhξ adhτ H, thus x /∈ limξ F . ✷
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Table 2
Types of cover-compactoidness
P R PR-ideals
P
R -compactoidness
all finitely cobased all compactoidness
all countably cobased countably deep lindelöfoidness
countably cobased finitely cobased countably cobased countable compactoidness
finitely cobased finitely cobased principal finite compactoidness
open-finitely cobased open-finitely cobased open principal closed-finite compactoidness
In particular, if ξ is a topology and if τ  ξ , then (8.7) holds.
Therefore PR (
ξ
τ
)-cover-compactoidness implies ξ -(PR)∗-compactoidness for every
τ . We have already seen in Remark 7.4 that in general cover-compactoidness and
compactoidness do not coincide. Even compact sets in Hausdorff pretopological spaces
need not be cover-compact.
Example 8.4 (Compact, noncover-compact set in a Hausdorff pretopological space).
Consider X = {x∞} ∪ {xn: n < ω} ∪ {xn,k: n, k < ω} where all elements are distinct.
The finest convergence such that x∞ ∈ lim(xn)n and xn ∈ lim(xn,k)k for every n and k.
is a pretopology. The set F = {x∞} ∪ {xn: n < ω} is compact (that is, relatively compact
in itself), but it is not cover-compact. In fact, {F,Fn: n < ω} is a cover of F , because
F ⊂⋃n<ω inhFn ∪ inhF, but there is no finite subcover since inhF = {x∞}.
9. Quotient maps
Let J be a reflector, and let ξ, τ be two convergences. A map f : |ξ | → |τ | is called a
J -map if
τ  J (f ξ). (9.1)
It follows immediately from the definition and from (1.2) that the composition of two
J -maps is a J -map. On the other hand, if J is a pseudotopologizer S, then [12]:
Theorem 9.1. Every product of S-maps is an S-map.
Proof. If τi  S(fiξi ) for every i ∈ I , then∏
i∈I
τi 
∏
i∈I
S(fiξi )= S
(∏
i∈I
fiξi
)
= S
(∏
i∈I
fi
)(∏
i∈I
ξi
)
. ✷
A continuous J -map is called a J -quotient map. By [6, Theorem 1.2]:
Theorem 9.2. If J is J-adherence-determined, then f : |ξ | → |τ | is a J -map if and only if
∀H ∈ J(f ξ): y ∈ adhτ H ⇒ f−(y)∩ adhξ f−(H) = ∅. (9.2)
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Proof. 23 It is immediate that (9.2) amounts to
∀H ∈ J(f ξ): adhτ H ⊂ f
(
adhξ f−(H)
)
. (9.3)
Suppose that (9.3) holds, let y ∈ limτ F and let F #H ∈ J(f ξ). By Lemma 2.1, y ∈
adhf ξ H, and y ∈ limJ (f ξ)F by (2.4).
If τ  J (f ξ) holds and if y ∈ adhτ H for some H ∈ J(f ξ), then there exist F #H such
that y ∈ limτ F ⊂ limJ (f ξ)F , hence by (2.4) y ∈ adhf ξ H, thus the proof is complete by
Lemma 2.1. ✷
It follows from Lemma 2.1 that a set H is f ξ -closed if and only if f−(H) is ξ -closed.
Indeed, adhξ f−(H) ⊂ f−(H) implies adhf ξ H = f (adhξ f−(H)) ⊂ ff−(H) ⊂ H ;
conversely, adhf ξ H ⊂ H implies adhξ f−(H) ⊂ f−f (adhξ f−(H)) ⊂ f−(H).
Notice that if f is graph-closed at y , 24 then adhξ f−(H) = ∅ for each H ∈ J(f ξ) such
that y ∈ adhτ H, if and only if f is a J -map. A continuous map f fulfills (9.2) with J the
class of, respectively, all filters, countably based filters, principal filters, and principal filters
of f ξ -closed sets, if and only if f is biquotient, countably biquotient, hereditarily quotient
and quotient. Indeed, the three special cases (for J being the class of all filters, countably
based filters, principal filters) of (9.2) with a continuous map f , are well-known as (dual)
definitions in the realm of topologies of, respectively, biquotient, countably biquotient,
hereditarily quotient maps. As for the last case, I give below for the completeness sake, a
comparison with the classical characterization of (topological) quotient maps.
Proposition 9.3. A map f : |ξ | → |τ | is a T -map if and only if H is τ -closed provided that
f−(H) is ξ -closed for each H .
Proof. τ  T (f ξ) means precisely that each f ξ -closed set is τ -closed. Hence if τ 
T (f ξ), and if f−(H) is ξ -closed, then by Lemma 2.1, H is f ξ -closed, hence H is
τ -closed, so that the condition holds. Conversely, if H is f ξ -closed equivalently f−(H)
is ξ -closed, hence by the condition, H is a τ -closed set, that is, τ  T (f ξ). ✷
It follows from Theorem 9.2 that a continuous map (in the category of topologies) is
respectively, biquotient, countably biquotient, hereditarily quotient and quotient, if and
only if it is, respectively, pseudotopologically, paratopologically, pretopologically, and
topologically quotient [15,6]. 25 By Theorem 9.1 every product of biquotient maps is
biquotient. The following proposition is an intermediate step to the cover definition of
23 I provide here a proof, because in the proof of [6, Theorem 1.2] necessity and sufficiency parts have been
erroneously mixed up; one should replace there in “f is (be) a J -map” by “(1.2) holds” at the end of the first
paragraph of the proof and at the beginning of the second.
24 A map f is graph-closed at y if adhf−(F ) ⊂ f−(y) for every F that converges to y.
25 That is, a quotient map in the category of, respectively, pseudotopologies, paratopologies, pretopologies, and
topologies.
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J -maps. Theorem 9.5 provides a condition under which the cover definition is equivalent
to the original definition.
Proposition 9.4. If J is J-adherence-determined, then f : |ξ |→ |τ | is a J -map if and only
if
∀P ∈ J∗(f ξ): f−(P)≺ξ f−(y) ⇒ P ≺τ y. (9.4)
Proof. By Theorem 3.1, (9.2) holds if and only if f−(Hc)= (f−H)c ≺ξ f−(y) implies
that y ∈ inhτ Hc for each H ∈ J(f ξ). By setting P =Hc, we get (9.4). ✷
It is interesting to notice that the quotientness can be seen as a property of cover-
compactness of singletons of the range. Indeed, by virtue of Proposition 9.4 and (3.4),
f is a J -quotient map if and only if for every P ∈ J∗(f ξ)
P ≺f ξ y ⇒ P ≺τ y (9.5)
for every y in the range. Of course, (9.5) amounts to
adhτ H⊂ adhf ξ H (9.6)
for every every H ∈ J(f ξ). Now, the intersection of (9.6) over H ∈ J(f ξ) yields τ 
J (f ξ), so that we recover the definition of J -quotient with J adherence-determined by J.
A class J is contraposable if G ∈ J(ξ) implies that (fGc)c ∈ J(f ξ). 26 The classes of
all filters, countably based filters, countably deep filters, principal filters are contraposable.
The class of principal closed filters is not contraposable.
Theorem 9.5. If J is adherence-determined by an inversely transferable class J, and if
for each y ∈ limτ F ,
∀S ∈ J∗(ξ): S ≺ξ f−(y) ⇒ ∃S ∈ S: f (S) ∈F , (9.7)
then f is a J -map. Conversely, if J is contraposable, and f is a J -map, then the converse
holds.
Proof. By setting S = f−(P), we get the first implication. Conversely, let τ  J (f ξ),
y ∈ limτ F , and let S ∈ J∗(ξ) be a ξ -cover of f−(y). Then f−f (S) is also a ξ -cover of
f−(y), and by contraposability, fS ∈ J(f ξ). By (9.4) y ∈ inhτ fS , hence (9.7) holds. ✷
As a corollary of Proposition 9.4, we have:
Corollary 9.6. A continuous surjective map f is T -quotient if and only if for every
open set O such that O = f−f (O) ⊃ f−(y) and for every filter F that converges to
y , f (O) ∈F .
26 Equivalently, if S ∈ J∗(ξ) implies that f (S) ∈ J∗(f ξ).
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Many classical properties of topologies can be characterized as the J -quotientness of
the identity map
i :Eξ → ξ, (9.8)
where E is a coreflector and J is a reflector [6]. These properties extend to general
convergences (a convergence ξ for which (9.8) holds is called a JE-convergence). For
example, if E = First, the first-countable modifier, then a convergence ξ is sequential,
Fréchet, strongly Fréchet, bisequential, and first countable if and only if (9.8) is,
respectively, T -quotient, P -quotient, Pω-quotient, S-quotient, and I -quotient; if E = K ,
the compact localizer, then ξ is k, k′, strongly k′, locally compact, and (once again)
locally compact if and only if, (9.8) is, respectively, T -quotient, P -quotient, Pω-quotient,
S-quotient, and I -quotient.
It was shown in [6, Theorem 4.2] that:
Theorem 9.7. The image of a JE-convergence by a J -quotient map is a JE-convergence.
Here is another particularly simple proof of Theorem 9.7. If (9.8) is J -quotient and
f : ξ → τ is J -quotient, then the composition of f and i is J -quotient, that is, τ  Jf (Eξ).
Hence by (1.2) and in view of the continuity of f , τ  JE(f ξ) JEτ .
10. Perfect maps
For a J-adherence-determined reflector J , a map f : |ξ |→ |τ | is called a J -perfect map
(at y) if for every filter F that τ -converges (to y), the filter f−(F ) is ξ -J -compactoid in
f−(y); if J is adherence-determined by J, then f is J -perfect if and only if
∀H ∈ J(ξ): y ∈ adhτ f (H) ⇒ f−(y)∩ adhξ H = ∅. (10.1)
It is immediate that (10.1) holds for every y if and only if
∀H ∈ J(ξ): adhτ f (H) ⊂ f (adhξ H). (10.2)
J -perfect maps generalize classical perfect maps, but the former are not supposed to
be continuous. When J is the class of, respectively, all filters, countably based filters,
countably deep filters, principal filters, and principal filters of ξ -closed sets, then by (10.2),
a continuous map f is J -perfect if and only if f is perfect, countably perfect, inversely
Lindelöf, adherent and closed. 27 It follows from the definition that a map f is I -perfect
if and only if y ∈ limG implies that f−(y) ∩ limf−(G) = ∅ and if f is surjective then
ff−(G)= G. Therefore a surjective map is I -perfect if and only if it is almost open.
It follows from (10.2) that the composition of two J -perfect maps is a J -perfect map
provided that both these maps send J-filters to J-filters. For the class T of principal filters
of closed sets, this condition actually amounts to the closedness of the map: a map sends
closed sets to closed sets if and only if it is closed, that is, a T -perfect map.
27 In [13] perfectness, countable perfectness and closedness is defined only for continuous maps.
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A class J of filters is called transferable if for every map f ,
H ∈ J ⇒ f (H) ∈ J. (10.3)
The classes of all filters, countably based filters, countably deep filters, principal filters are
transferable. Of course:
Proposition 10.1. The composition of two J -perfect maps is a J -perfect map, provided
that J is adherence-determined by a transferable class of filters.
In topological spaces closed and adherent maps coincide. More generally:
Proposition 10.2. If ξ is a diagonal convergence and if f : |ξ | → |τ | is closed, then f is
adherent.
Proof. Let H be a subset of |ξ |. As ξ is diagonal, adhξ H is ξ -closed, hence f (adhξ H) is
τ -closed, because of the assumption on f . Therefore
adhτ f (H) ⊂ adhτ f (adhξ H) ⊂ f (adhξ H). ✷
Proposition 10.2 explains why in the topological framework, there has been a missing
link within J -perfect maps in comparison with J -maps (see Table 1).
It is obvious that for J-adherence-generated reflectors J , bijective J -maps coincide with
J -perfect maps (provided that J is preserved by bijective maps). In the particular case of
the identity map i : |ξ | → |τ |, i is a J -map if and only if i is a J -perfect map if and only if
τ  J ξ.
As a result for every pretopology ξ that is not a topology, that is, ξ = T ξ , the identity
i : |ξ | → |T ξ | is a closed nonadherent map.
In topological spaces perfect (respectively countably perfect) maps are usually defined
as closed maps with compact (respectively countably compact) fibers. In that context
perfect maps are known to be characterized by (10.1) with J the class of all filters.
Theorem 10.3 below implies that a continuous map in topological spaces is perfect
(respectively countably perfect) if and only if it is closed with compact (respectively
countably compact) fibers.
By Proposition 7.1:
Theorem 10.3. If reflectors J,D are adherence-determined by J ⊂ D, respectively, then
f is a D-perfect map at y provided that f is a J -perfect map at y and f−(y) is D∗-cover
compact.
Corollary 10.4. A continuous map is perfect if and only if it is adherent and if its fibers
are cover-compact.
Corollary 10.5. A continuous map is inversely Lindelöf if and only if it is adherent and if
its fibers are cover-Lindelöf.
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Corollary 10.6. A continuous map is countably perfect if and only if it is adherent and if
its fibers are countably cover-compact.
Proposition 10.7. If J is inversely transferable, J is J-adherence-determined, then each
surjective graph-closed J -perfect map is a J -map.
Proof. Let f be a surjective J -perfect map, and let y ∈ adhτ F where F ∈ J(f ξ).
Therefore there exists a filter H#F such that y ∈ limτ H, and since f−(F ) ∈ J(ξ), f
is a J -perfect map, it follows that adhξ f−(F )∩ f−(y) = ∅, that is, f is a J -map. ✷
11. Preperfect maps
A map f : |ξ | → |τ | is a J -preperfect map if f−(F ) is J -compactoid for every
J -compactoid filter F . It follows immediately that the composition of two J -preperfect
maps is a J -preperfect map. In particular, if f is J -preperfect map, then f−(F ) is J -
compactoid for every J -compactoid set F . As every filter is P -compactoid, every map is
a P -preperfect map, so that in this case the notion becomes trivial.
Proposition 11.1. If J is adherence-determined by a class which is independent of
convergence, then a surjective map f is a J -preperfect map if and only if
f−τ  J (χξ ). (11.1)
Proof. Suppose that (11.1) holds, F is a τ -J -compactoid filter, and J is adherence-
determined by J. If J # H#f−(F ), then J # f (H)#F , and thus by assumption,
adhτ f (H) = ∅, hence adhf−τ H = f−(adhτ f (H)) = ∅, because f is surjective. As
J (χξ ) is a characteristic convergence, by (11.1) adhχξ H = adhJ (χξ )H = ∅, that is,
adhξ H = ∅ proving that f−(F ) is J -compactoid.
Conversely, suppose that f is a J -preperfect map and let x ∈ limf−τ F = f−(limτ f (F )).
In particular, f (F ) is compactoid, hence J -compactoid, so that by assumption f−f (F )
is J -compactoid, and thus F is J -compactoid, that is, x ∈ limJ (χξ )F . ✷
Proposition 11.2. If J is adherence-determined by a transferable class of filters, and f
is a J -perfect map, then it is a J -preperfect map. Graph-closed S-preperfect maps are
S-perfect maps.
Proof. Let F be a J -compactoid filter for τ . If H ∈ J(ξ) is such that H#f−(F ),
equivalently f (H)#F , then adhτ f (H) = ∅ and f (H) ∈ J(τ ) by (10.3). By (10.2)
adhξ H = ∅, so that f−(F ) is J -compactoid.
Suppose that f is an S-preperfect map and let y ∈ adhτ f (H) for a filter H. Thus
there exists an ultrafilter W #f (H), equivalently f−(W)#H, such that y ∈ limτW .
In particular, W is compactoid, hence by the assumption f−(W) is compactoid, and
thus every ultrafilter U  f−(W) ∨H converges. As f is graph-closed, adhξ f−(W) ⊂
f−(y). ✷
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Similar characterizations need not hold for other reflectors J . In fact, every filter on a
convergence space X is finitely compactoid (in X), hence every map is a P -preperfect
map, but not every map is P -perfect map.
Proposition 11.3. Every product of S-preperfect maps is preperfect.
Proof. If f−i τi  Sχξi for every i ∈ I, then(∏
i∈I
fi
)−(∏
i∈I
τi
)
=
∏
i∈I
f−i τi 
∏
i∈I
Sχξi = S
(∏
i∈I
χξi
)
= S(χ∏
i∈I ξi ). ✷
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